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ABSTRACT
This report describes the fabrication, design of flow director, fluid flow direction analysis and
testing of flow director of a magnetic heat pump.
The objectives of the project are: (a) to fabricate a demonstration magnetic heat pump prototype
with flow directors installed. (b) analysis and testing of flow director and to make sure working
fluid loops flow through correct directions with minor mixing.
_*.,.v,f t
The prototype was fabricated and tested at the Development Testing Laboratory of Kennedy Space
Center. The magnetic heat pump uses rear earth metal plates rotate in and out of a magnetic field in
a clear plastic housing with water flowing through the rotor plates to provide temperature lift.
Obtaining the proper water flow direction has been a problem. Flow directors were installed as
flow barriers between separating point of two parallel loops. Function of flow directors were
proven to be exceUent both analytically and experimentally.
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SUMMARY
The heat pump consists of a rotor mining through four magnetic field area created by permanent
magnets. Gadolinium was selected as the working material for this prototype. Rotor was
designed to be constructed of flat parallel disks of working material with very small space in
between. The rotor rotates in and out of the magnetic field in a clear plastic housing. Water
flowing through the rotor plates in the opposite direction to provide heating and cooling effect. It
is necessary to divide the fluid flow separately into a cold loop and a hot loop. Separation of fluid
loops has been a problem in the model development. How directors were installed between two
loops at their points of separation to develop enough restriction and properly guide fluid flow
through correct path. Both the experimental and computational results prove the validity of the
design of the flow director.
For testing and demonstration of flow director performance, magnets were not installed, and rotor
plates were constructed with clear plastic instead of gadolinium.
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I INTRODUCTION
The use of Freon gas-cycle to provide refrigeration and space heating has broad application
in industry and for domestic in this country. Research has shown that the release of Freon into the
atmosphere will deteriorate the ozone layer in the Earth's atmosphere. As a result, research has
begun to try to limit or eliminate the use of Freon for refrigeration purposes. One alternative to
consider is the magnetic heat pump.
NASA Kennedy Space Center initiated the development of an air conditioning system
operating on a magnetic heat pump cycle. The project is being managed by Mr. Frank S. Howard
of DM-MED-11. The preliminary study of a laboratory scale demonstration prototype has been
completed. The design and engineering drawings were completed during the 1991 NASA/ASEE
Summer Faculty Fellowship Program. Fabrication and testing of flow directors of the heat pump
are the major tasks for the 1992 summer project.
2.1 Concept
II DESCRIIrrlON
The rotating magnetic heat pump consists of a rotor of magnetic working material with flow
passages to allow heat transfer fluid to move through the rotor in good contact with the magnetic
material. The rotor moves in a clear plastic housing with flow ports positioned at the transition
between magnetic field change for fluid to enter and exit the housing as shown in Fig. 1. The
cycle executed as follows:
(1) Fluid is pumped into the housing at point 1 where the rotor approaching the magnetic
field and flows to point 2.
(2) Between points 1 and 2 working material becomes magnetized and heats up. Fluid
flowing between i and 2, removes most of the heat of magnetization of the working material and
transferred to the load (heating loop).
(3) Fluid is pumped into the housing at point 3 flows through the rotor to point 4.
(4) Between points 3 and 4, working material demagnetizes and cooled down. Fluid
flowing between _4, _ving away heat to the cold working inaterial and fl0w to the cooii_g •
load (cooling loop) .....
. . !
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It is necessary to divide the fluid flow into two separate loops, but it was found to be a problem in
development of the prototype. To solve the problem, comb shaped flow directors were installed at
the separation point between loops, to obtaining proper flow direction.
Summary of design parameters
Core Material: GDTC293
Working fluid: Water
Core Type: Plate
Rotor OD; 0.2159m
Rotor ID: 0.1905m
Core Hight: 0.0397m
Plate Thickness: 0.00!59m
Plate Spacing: 0.003175m
High Field: 1 Tesla
Low Field: 0
Rotation Time: 8 Sec/Rev.
Cycle/Revolution: 4
For detail of prototype design, see Ref. 1 and 2
2.2 Flow Director Design
The system demands that fluid flowing in and out of the housing (with rotor rotates in it) must
follow two separated loops without mixing. It is very difficult to separate fluid into two loops
within the same housing without being mixing (Fig. 1). To solve this problem, Mr. Frank S.
Howard suggested to instalia _mb shal3ed pieces(cail_edfl0w _tor in _s report) fitted between
the thin rotor plates at the loop separation 1__int (Fig. 2a and 2b), enough restriction would be
developed by the comb shaped pieces to properly direct the fluid flow. Calculations from the
Darcy's equation indicates that the introduction of Flow Director provides adequate resistance to
guide the fluid flow through correct directions with very little _g.
"t '
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2.3 Calculation of Performance
Fluid entering the housing at point 1 is free to flow through the rotor in either direction to 2 and 4.
If there is no barrier at 2, fluid will flow from 2 to 3 and mix with the other loop. Due to the
installation of a flow director (comb shaped barrier) between 2 and 3, flow resistance between 1
and 2 is much less than 2 and 3. Thus, most fluid entering at 1 flows to 4 which is the proper
direction (see Fig. 3). Calculation indicated that the pressure difference between point 2 and 3 is
much greater than between 1 and 2. Most of the fluid entering at 1 flows to the exit port at 4.
There are some trace of fluid flow cross the flow director from point 2 to 3 and mix with the
adjacent loop, but the quantity was calculated to be very small (only about 6.63 x 10-5 ft3/s/port).
Comb-- flow director Housing
Inlet of
cold loop
Rotor
Outlet of Inlet of Outlet of
cold loop hot loop hot loop
Fig. 3
Magnetic field
Schematic for flow director position and loop separation
V
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Calculations are made by using the Darcy formula for laminar flow (Ref. 3)
Reynolds number = 1383 (Laminar flow)
AP = 0 000668 I.tLv = 0.1225 pLq
d2 d2
For non-circular sections d = 48 RH. where RH is the Hydraulic Radius
Where: AP - Pressure difference between two points 0b/in2)
g - Dynamic viscosity (centipoise)
RH- Hydraulic radius (It)
L - Length of passage (It)
v - Velocity of flow fit/s)
q - Rate of flow (ft3/s)
Pressure differences A_Pand the flow rate through the flow directors q were computed by the ratio
of hydraulic radius.
Detailed computations are presented in the Appendix.
IH TEST OF FLOW DIRECTORS
3.1 Components and Procedure
The testing prototype consists of the following primary components (Fig. 4);
(1) The housing (with inlet and exit flow ports)
(2) The rotor (with rotor material plates)
(3) Gear driving device and driving motor
(4) Fluid pump and tank for each cold and hot loop
(5) Tygon tubing connecting flow ports to fluid pumps and tanks
k,,_,/
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Testing procedure:
(1) Turn gear drive motor on, and measure rotor speed in RPM.
(2) Fill fluid tanks with clear water.
(3) Turn pump power on let water run for 15 minutes until water fills housing.
(4) Adjust flow control valves until flow rate of both loops are approximately equal.
(5) Measure flow rate per port with a stop watch and a grade fluid beaker, record flow rate.
(6) Add color fluid into one of the two fluid tank.
(7) Visually inspect path and direction of colored fluid flow, and make sure fluid flow through two
separate loops (a clear water loop and a colored water loop).
(8) Exam ff any colored water cross Flow Director.
(9) Video tape fluid flow pattern.
(10) Shout down system.
3.2 Result
Analytical Res_flt
1. Computation indicates that the pressure difference between section 2 and 3 is much greater than
pressure difference between section l and 2. Most of the inlet flow will eventually flow from 1 to
4.
2. Calculation also indicates that the fluid flow through the flow director from 2 to 3 mixing with
the adjacent loop quantitatively is very small (about 0.0000663 cubic feet per sec. per flow port).
Test Result
During laboratory testing operation, we found that fluid flow was channeled by the flow director
clearly into two separate loops. It matched closely with analytical result (see Fig 5).
The analytical and testing results of the above match satisfactorily.
=
k..J
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IV CONCLUSION AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT V
The agreement between analytical and experimental results proved that the project was carried out
successfully. The introduction of flow director is a major break through of the magnetic heat pump
project, and opened a new era for future research on this subject.
The future tasks for the KSC magnetic heat pump will be:
(1) fabricate rotor with gadolinium,
(2) install four permanent magnets, measuring instruments, and
(3) test for heat pump performance.
: : " 77_ = 7
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5.1 Calculations
V APPENDIX
Comb shaped
flow director
Inlet of Outlet.of Inlet of Outlet of
cold loop cold loop hot loop hot loop
Given (measured):
1. Flow area at section 1
2. Flow area at section 2
3. Wetted perimeter at section 1
4. Wetted perimeter at section 2
5. Hydraulic radius at section 1
6. llydraulic radius at section 2
7. Flow rate/port
8. Flow velocity at section 1
9. Flow velocity at section 2
AI = 8.64 x 104 ft2
A2 = 2.2 0 x 10-3 ft2
WPI = 1.52 ft
WP2 = 0.86 ft
RHI = 5.66 x 10-4 ft
RH2 = 2.56 x lO-3ft
q = 5.3 x 10 .4 ft3/sec
v i-2 = 0.241 ft/sec
v2-3 = 0.616 ft/sec
Reynolds number
R_=
v(48Rll)
V
0.616 (48)(5.66x 10 .4)
1.21x10 "5
=1383
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Darcy's formula for laminar flow:
AP = 0.000668 _tLv = 0.1225 stLq
d2 d4
For non-circularflow area d = 48 RH
Then AP = 0.000668 i_Lv
(48Rr02
Between section 1 and 2
= 0.1225
I_Lv
(48RI0 4
(a)
Between section 2 and 3
API_ 2 = 0.000668 l"tL1-2vl'2
(48RH_.2) 2
(b)
Take (a) / (b), we have
/kP2_3 = 0.000668 I'l'L2-3v2-3
(48RHa.3) 2
_ 0.24 (5.66 x 10 -4) 2
0.616 (2.56 x 10-3) 2
= 0.3896 x 4.89 xl0 -2=0.0191
API-2 = 0.0191 AP2_ 3 ]
Thus, pressure difference between section 2-3 is much greater than pressure difference be_een
section 1-2. Obviously, most fluid flows from section 1 to 4.
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= j
.AIso
API.2 0.1225 ttLI-2q1_2
(48RuI._)4
Since
Than
AP2-3 = 0.122_
(48RH2.s)4
API-2 = 0.0191 AP2. 3
0.1225 ttL1-2ql.2 __0.019110. ! 22__
(48RH_.z)4 (48RH_.s)4 j
-o.o19 _
(R"_2)4 [(R_.,)4J
-,t._ a.,
"-_,..j
q2-3= ql-2- (Rl'b_)4
0.0191(RH_.0_-
q2-3= 5.3 x I0-4 (5.66 x 10-4)4
(2.56 x I0"3)4
) , ,
q2-3 = 5.3 x I0-4 - (5.66 x 10-4) 4
0.0191(2.56 x 10-3) 4
(5.eex 10-4)4
1.91x I02 (2.56x I0"3)4
/q23 = 6"63x 10"s_--_ perpon]
q2-3isthequantityof fluidflowing through theHow d/rectormixing with theotherloop.
Itisfound tobe very smallinthiscalculation.
All calculations are calculated per one flow port.
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